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Correction: Tackling poison and leach: catalysis by dangling thiol–palladium functions within a porous metal–organic solid

Bo Gui, Ka-Kit Yee, Yan-Lung Wong, Shek-Man Yiu, Matthias Zeller, Cheng Wang* and Zhengtao Xu*

Correction for 'Tackling poison and leach: catalysis by dangling thiol–palladium functions within a porous metal–organic solid' by Bo Gui et al., Chem. Commun., 2015, DOI: 10.1039/c5cc00140d.

One of the corresponding author names was misspelled in the original article. The author Zhengtao Xu should appear in the list of authors as shown above.

The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.